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 D. A West African rhythm & groove engine, playing any pattern. In an era of predominantly synthetic sounds, it's becoming
increasingly difficult to produce a real, live feel to your samples. That's why WEST AFRICA was created. The included pattern

sequencer allows you to create custom, live, and authentic West African rhythms to use with any sample or VST instrument.
When it comes to the sounds, WEST AFRICA makes use of the latest recording techniques and instruments in order to capture
the authentic feel of various West African Instruments. *Inspired by various West African instruments, samples, sounds, and
voices, including Marimbas, Congos, Hand Drums, Djembe, Kora, Taiko, and more. *Sixteen ready-to-use kits are included

with this product. *8th Note Music will deliver your digital purchase via email within 1-2 business days. *The purchase price of
this product does not include the 8th Note Music .P.S. 8th Note Music accepts all major credit cards. The best collection of
WAV samples available in one pack. It’s a true delight to play the range of sounds in each instrument, including 8 different
drums and each with its own separate drum sub-kits, all played with full dynamic variation at 128k samples! This plug-in is

inspired by authentic acoustics of various instruments and the finest sample libraries available on the market today. Its advanced
wave shaping features make it the perfect tool for all your sampling and sound design needs. *The product includes only its

audio content. *14 kits are included. The best collection of WAV samples available in one pack. It’s a true delight to play the
range of sounds in each instrument, including 8 different drums and each with its own separate drum sub-kits, all played
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